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I’m excited to introduce the first edition of CDK Truck Talk, our new heavy truck industry  

newsletter. We couldn’t be launching this at a better time. There have been more changes in  

our industry in the last year than in the last decade. Among many other things, self-driving  

vehicles and new hybrid and electric engines are going to change it further—and faster.

I’d like to say thanks to the companies who’ve made CDK Global the number one tech provider in  

this industry. As we started forming the plan for this newsletter series, we asked many of you for ideas  

and feedback and you responded with great suggestions. We hope that this hits the mark. We see it as  

our duty to give you the information you need to stay successful in this rapidly changing industry.  

We’ll also try to keep you up to date on the many exciting developments within CDK Heavy Truck, including:

• CDK Sales Overdrive, the only solution in the industry that provides all the tools you 
need for every step of the sales process — all within a single workflow

• Service Connect, our dealership support network with a triage approach that 
doesn’t keep you waiting when your dealership is experiencing an urgent need

• Our many initiatives designed in cooperation with OEMs to build greater efficiency 
into our industry

• Tips on getting the most out of your CDK Solutions 

We look forward to helping keep you informed, and hope you’ll contact us when you  

have news or insights to share with CDK Truck Talk.

Wishing you success,

Steve Larrimore 
VP/RGM, CDK Heavy Truck

A Letter from Leadership
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TIPS & TRICKS 

Accounting Tip: How to Delete  
a Lease and Rental Unit 
If you have vehicles in your lease and rental fleet that should no 

longer be listed as available for use, you can delete them from  

your system.

To delete a lease and rental unit, use the Delete Vehicle (DVH) 

function on the Lease Management (LM) logon. This will delete  

the unit and its Profit and Loss (P&L) history. It will also list the 

vehicle as used, and preserve the service history.

IMPORTANT: You should delete vehicles that you no longer  

want in your inventory at the end of the fiscal year, to avoid 

adversely affecting your Profit and Loss Report. Before the end  

of the fiscal year, you can set an unavailable vehicle to “Used,” 

which will keep dollars from posting to the unit—but will keep  

it on your Profit and Loss Report.
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UPCOMING EVENTS 

The CDK Global Heavy Truck Tour:  
Live 2017! 
What’s the Heavy Truck Tour? Instead of holding the annual one-week  

Users’ Conference, CDK Heavy Truck is taking the show on the road.  

We will now host a series of one-day events across key regions in the  

U.S. and Canada quarterly.

At each stop you’ll:

• Get the latest scoop on CDK Heavy Truck dealership  
solutions and technology

• Learn how to make your dealership more efficient—and profitable

• Hang out with your fellow heavy truck dealers in a great city

Upcoming Dates and Locations:

Toronto, Ontario 08/17/2017

Charlotte, NC 10/19/2017
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SOLUTION WALK-THROUGH 

Requesting Physical Inventory  
Support through Service Connect

Need to request Physical Inventory Support on Service Connect? 
This issue’s Solution Walk-through will show you how.

Start by clicking the Service Connect 

button on your Drive screen. You can 

usually find it on the bottom right-hand 

side of the Drive screen.

The next screen contains the different 

options for Physical Inventory support. 

Dealers pick the option that will best fit 

their needs here. This includes PartScan 

Inventory support. For this example, 

we’ll choose the Full Weekend option.

After you click Submit, a CDK case will 

be generated. The case will be sent to 

a Physical Inventory queue where it is 

assigned to an associate. The assigned 

associate will contact you a week before 

you do inventory to go over details.

Click on the three dots in the bottom 

right-hand corner. The hover help 

calls it “More Links.”

When an option is selected, a screen 

will display with the inventory details, 

including pricing. Once you decide 

to proceed with requesting inventory 

support, click the “order” button.

Click on the Physical Inventory tab 

under more links.

A screen asking for dealer information 

concerning your inventory will come up. 

Once you enter all the information,  

click Submit.

cdkglobal.com
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SUCCESS STORY 

Silver’s Garage Builds its Winning Reputation with CDK Solutions 
For 101 years and three generations, Silver’s Garage has 

sold and serviced heavy-duty trucks, gaining a reputation 

as a reliable International Truck dealer. Parts Manager Bob 

Williams says that the dealership’s success is rooted in its 

behind-the-scenes technology powered by CDK Heavy Truck.

It all centers around CDK 

Drive, the industry-leading 

Dealer Management System 

(DMS). Silver’s Garage also 

uses Technician Workbench, 

which electronically transfers 

service and parts paperwork 

among Service Advisors, 

Technicians and Cashiers, 

and Express Scanning to electronically store documents. 

In 2016, Silver’s Garage added two more CDK Global solutions: 

CDK Telephony, which integrates seamlessly with their DMS, 

and CDK PartScan®, designed to track a part from the time 

that it’s received until it’s used or turned over to a customer.

“There’s not a whole lot that CDK Global offers that we don’t 

take advantage of,” notes Williams, adding that he’s worked 

with CDK technology teams for 22 years, partnering side by 

side to develop product evolutions.

Williams says the partnership with CDK pays off. “PartScan 

immediately and significantly reduced the number of hours we 

spend managing parts,” 

he says. He also has 

positive reviews for CDK 

Telephony, which interacts 

with his dealership’s 

database. “When a 

customer calls in, we get 

a ‘Screen Pop,’” he says, 

“We know who’s calling, 

if there are open work 

orders for them in the shop, how much the customer owes,  

and all kinds of other information—before we even answer  

the phone.”

With CDK solutions, Williams is managing his business 

efficiently—and smartly. “What differentiates us from an OEM 

or another dealer is the level of service we offer,” he says. 

“If we can accurately manage parts and handle customers’ 

calls, we’ll service the customer better, and they’ll call back.”
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PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

CDK Drive: Truck Options Desk Features 
The Truck Special Options Desk on CDK Drive was created to give heavy truck dealers  

truck-specific options that integrate with multiple desktops across the Drive platform. 

»  The Customer Smart Desk contains reports and  

 tasks that give truck dealers access and reports on  

 more detailed customer information than provided  

 by core DMS reporting.

»  The Parts Smart Desk allows expanded reporting   

 options for the Parts department.

»  The Pricing Smart Desk lets truck dealers customize   

 parts pricing based on multiple criteria.  

»  The Service Smart Desk contains truck-specific   

 reporting for Service repair orders. 

»  The Vehicle Smart Desk adapts service functions to   

 better fit truck dealers’ needs

»  The Financial Smart Desk uses dealer-selected  

 companies and departments to provide you with  

 enterprise-wide income statement reporting  

 and forecasting.  


